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ICONIC London Ultimate Face Set

  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
?695.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Let's get straight to the point - the Iconic London Ultimate Brush Set is guaranteed to bring drama to your brush collection. If you like a touch of
glam, then this is the brush set for you. Featuring 12 super-luxe pearl-gold brushes, each complete with iridescent high-shine stiletto handles -
the Ultimate Brush Set is designed for total-face perfection. Where beauty meets functionality - these brushes aren't just a pretty face. The
ultimate in high-end glam, this set of 12 cruelty free and 100% Vegan brushes come in a beautiful zip bag and deliver serious results. With
luxurious, super soft heads for your every makeup need they allow you to create a flawless look every time.

The set:

Large Powder: Perfect for loose or pressed powder.

Tapered Powder: Perfect for loose or pressed bronzer.

Angled Powder: Use to apply bronzer and blusher to sculpt cheeks.

Foundation Buffer: Ideal for buffing and blending foundation.

Contour Buffer: Perfect for sculpting - use to apply, buff and blend your contour.

Flat Fan Brush: This super lightweight brush is perfect for dusting and great for removing powder excess.

Concealer blender: Ideal to apply and blend concealer with to cover imperfections.

Tapered Blending Brush: Perfect to apply colour, use through the crease for a beautifully blended finish.
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Large Shader: Use to evenly cover the whole eyelid and apply shadows.

Medium Angled Shader: Gives a soft application of colour. Great to use on brows or to blend the crease.

Small Angle Brush: Ideal for applying eyeliner with precision or to perfectly shape, fill and define brows.

Small Point Brush: Use to make perfect, smooth lines ideal to use use with gel or liquid liners.

 

For reasons of hygiene this product cannot be returned if unwrapped, unsealed or used, unless faulty.
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